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ON TRAGEDY 

Patricia L. Grady 

I 

In tragedy, as in all aesthetic phenomena, there are no objective criteria. 
The eleHent of taste makes it impossible to arrive at a set of principles against 
which a play might be checked to ascertain whether it is indeed a tragedy. Given 
its elements, tragic plot, tragic hero, and tragic emotion or response, the last 
offers us our -only approach from our position as viewers. And tragic emotion is 
ultimately a highly subjective matter. Not only may there be some question as to the 
nature of the emotions involved, but, even if we assune the er.iotions to be correctly 
d§}signated as pity and fear, there may still be smae question as to the nature of 
the action which evokes them. We can deny to no one that a particular play has 
aroused such emotion in him, even though we ourselves have eXJ)erienced only disgust, 
say. 

i Such considerations as these seen to bar every approach to the subject. Yet 
tp.e complex experience signified by the word "tragedy" remain3 an accomplished, 
p~ovocative fact. Although disagreaaents arise on all sides with respect to parti
c:.\llar plays, and to principles whereby they nay be explained, lre refuse to keep 
silent. By-passing the correlation of plot and tragic enotion, we continuq the 
search on subterranean levels underlying the plot or on netaphysical levels rising 
(~om it. In either case our hope is to discover in tragic plots a principle, the 
recognition of which evokes the tragic e1;iotion in the viewer. In this broader view, 
strict plot definition is no longer necessary or perhaps even feasible. Individual 
plots may be exanined for the principle or elements. And conceivably the nature of 
t~e plot which eiilbodies the eler.ients . nay change from generation to eeneration, from 
"cultural group" to "cultural group." 

The search for principle in tragic plot may be difficult to justify if it is 
recognized that no theory can exact universal agreement. But if the subject is to 
q.~ approached at all, the probleas of universality in aesthetic judgnents and of 
definition of response nust be left behind. Frankly proceeding on the basis of a 
fir.1i ted nur.1ber of plays subjectively judged tragic, one r.iay then attenpt to derive 
the principle behind all of them. Insofar as one is correct, the principle will 
apply to all plays which are judged to be tragic. The minimal reward for the effort 
i's a basis for conversation on the provocative subject, beyond the sir:1ple yes or no 
of subjective judgment. Seen in this light, theory-naking does have value, provided 
that it accepts its own linitations and doos not attempt to use its end-product as 
an objective criterion for judging plays. We can, then, hope to derive benefit from 
theory, although it can serve only as a tool for understanding the phenomenon and 
never as a definition of it. 

:; The theory which will be the focal point of this thesis is the one outlined 
tjy Camus in the final chapter of The Myth of Sisyphus. We can justify taking it 
Gl·s our startinr; point no r.10re than we could. justify an arbitrary selection of plays 
as constituting tragedy. Our object, however, will be to demonstrate its validity· 
and value. 
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Car.ius 1 views on tragedy are presented in an exposition of the nyth of Sisyphus,. 
r~e myth as he tells it is the only prop e r introduction to his theory: 

The gods had condenned Sisyphus to ceaselessly rolling a rocJ;: to the top of a 
mountain, whence the stone would fall back of its own weight., They had thought 
with sone reason that there is ho more dreadful punislunent than futile and hope
less labor., 

If one believes Homer, Sisyphus was the wisest and most prudent of mortalso 
According to another tradition, however, he was disposed to practice the pro
fession of highwaynano I see no contradiction in this. Opinions differ as to 
the reasons why he bccai:ie the futile laborer of the underworlc1. o To begin with, 
he· is accused of a certain levity in regard to the gods o He stole their secrets., 
Aeginu.j the daushter of Aesopus, was carried off by Jupiter. The father was 
shocked by that disappearance and con.plnined to Sisyphus. He, who knew of the 
abduction, offered to tell about it Oil the condition that Aesonus would give water 
to the citadel of Corinth o To the celestial thunderbolts he preferred the bene~ 
diction of watero He was punished. for this in the underworlclo Homer tells us 
also that Sisyphus had put Death in chainso Pluto could not endure the sight of 
his deserted, silent erapire. He dispatched the god of war, who liberated Death · 
fron the hands of her conqueror ,, 

It is said also that Sisyphus 1 being near to death, rashly wanted to test his 
wife's lcve~ He ordered her to cast his unburied body into the niddlc of the 
public square.. Sisyphus woke up in the underworld. And there, annoyed by an 
obedience so contrary to human love 1 he obtained fror.1 Pluto pornission to return 
to earth i11 order to chastise his wife. But when he had seen ar;ain the face ' of . 
this world, enjoyed water and sun, wan1 stones and the sea, he no longer wanted 
to g o back to the infernal dar11:nesso Recalls, signs of anger, warninr;s were of 
no av a ilq Eany years r.10re he lived facing the curve of the gulf, the sparkling 
sea, and the sailes of eartho A decree of the gods was necessary .. Mercury carne 
and seized the impudent nan by the colla r and snatching him fron his j£ys, led 
hir.1 forcibly back to the u11derworld 1 lJ'here his rock was ready for hira., 

In interpreting this myth, Car.1Us disregards the superhunan origin of Sisyphus 1 

suffering anCl. considers it as an imafe of htuJ.an activity. If this nyth is tragic, i 

he tells -us, it is because its hero is conscious.. The lucidity that was to consth 
tute his torture at the sane tine crowns his victory~ As Sisyphus descends the hiil 
to retrieve his rock he nust be aware of the whole extent of his wretched condition. 
He nust feel sorrow, nelancholy, and boundless grief as he recnlls scenes of life · 
and the earth he loves. Continuing with that melancholy is the very task to which _ 
he has been condemned. And he does continue, and conquers it; for even the n ost 
c:rushing truths perish fror.1 being act:nowledged. He knows the rodr. to be his personal 
:fate. It belongs to him, created out of a series of unrelated actions, conbined 
under his mer.wry, and soon to be sealed by his death., In that rnom:mt of conscious-· 
qess he knows hfr1self as its creator to be its master~ Convinced of the wholly 
hw11an origin of all that is hui;:ian, he se es that his fc:lte is a hu.i.;ian natter, to be 
qettled by ncn. He finds the universe without a l~astcr neither ster ile nor futile 
~nd finds the struge;le its21f towards the heights enoueh to fill a man's heart " 
~e cannot be dissatisfied 0 · 

. This view of Canus 1 is obviously not directly relat ed to the tragedy of the 
theatera It is a view of life; of the human condition, of man 7 alone in the universe, 
struggling with his passion for life and with the futility of living_, There is · 
qespair in this view; but it is not necessary. A r.1an may be overcome by his 
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loneliness and the sterility of action which can .have no object outside himself; but 
h~ need not be. If he is willing to acknowledge that he, acting in conplete freedon, 
i~ entirely the master of his actions, entirely responsible, he can fiad the struggle 
e~ilarating. By constant activity he can fashion for himself a fate and a meaning 
in life which will rid it forever of the threat of sterility and futility. He is 
suprer1ely hinself, knowing himself fully as his own creation, superior to whatever 
b~falls him because of his fidelity to action. 

If this is indeed a meaningful understanding of tragedy, it should bear some 
r~lation to the theater. Tragedy, says Aristotle, "is essentially an ini tat ion of 
action and life, happiness and nis ery. All hunan happiness or nisery takes the forr11 
of action; the end for which we live is a certain kind of activity, not a quality." ' 3 

There are rnmy differences between Aristotle's notion of that certain kind of activity 
for which we live and the one held by Carius. Nonetheless, if the tragedy of the 
theater is indeed an ini tat ion of hULl.an action and life, it is only right to seek 
some correspondence between a tragedy which is inherent in that action and life and 
ohe which is an imitation of it. 

In seeking such a corresponcience 9 we will ignore the problens pertainine to 
tragedy ns an art form. Stripped of these considerations, Aristotle's task seems 
to be prinarily one of defining tragic enotion and outlining the plots or actions 
which r11ost perfectly stimulate that enotion. On the basis of his experience of the 
Greek theater, he defines tragic response as pity, fear, and similar enotions. His 
conclusion with respect to plot rnay be roughly paraphrased thus: A i;ian (better tha·n 
WE?) in cmjoynent of great reputation and good fottune, but not pre-eniuently virtuous 
and just, through an error in judgaent goes fron happiness to nisery b;y neditating 
ot perpetrnting sor.ie crine within his fanily -- either :?Iedi tating in ignorance and 
discovering the relationship in tine to stop, connitting it in ignorance of the 

4 rTlationship and discovering it afterward, or COI:llili tting it lmowingly and consciously. 

Ideally the plot contains both peripety and discovery, a change fror;i happiness 
tp misery acconpaniec1 by a change fro11 ignorance to knowledge. Although Aristotle 
lists very specific discoveries - discoveries of persons -- it is clear that they are 
the raeans by which the fanily relationship, and. thus the fact of the criue committed 
or about to be COlTll~itted, is revealed to the hero. Since he cites Oedipus as the 
finest example of the combination of peripety and discovery, we may assune that in 
its ideal forr.1 the peripety is fully acco1aplished when the discovery occurs. The 
h'.~ro i~my be r.1isera ble in his actions, but his niscry is complete only when he knows 
what he has done. In general, it seeE1s that Aristotle's entire theory has as its ;· 
k~ystone the conbination of peripety and discovery. The other qualities of the plot 
chiefly heighten or insure the tragic effect. The closeness of the relationship 
within which the crime is committed,for instance, serves chiefly to heighten whatever 
horror is inherent in the plot. And the character of the hero is carefully sketched 
sp that his change in fortune will arouse no feeling of distaste which night distrc:lct 
fron pity and fear • 

Basically, then, there seens to be no opposition between Aristotle and Camus in 
s'pite of totally different approaches. The former re21iains fairly specific as he ot,tt-
11.nes discovery and the forms it 1;iay talrn ·within the plot. However, his tenn "dis~ 
covery" nay certainly be interprieted to nean understanding the crine in its fullest 
ilnplica tions and seeing the chance, blind roots fron which it spmng. This is not ; 
r'~r fron Cm:1us. It is even closer if we exar.iine the ir.iplica tions of tho sort of : 
criue that Aristotle concerns hinsolf with and what its roots night be. The Greek ''. 
h ,;· ' ( . / ... ..-, . h t f th t . h b p_ rase c {; ~AJA. {',1_ P' ( 1: a~ i- rt va.... t (I.) k" , whic accoun s or e ac ion, as een 

variously translated, for example, as "some error in judgnent" nnd "through some flaw 
in hir.1. 11 5 These translations have led to searches for a "fatal nistnke" on the pa~t 
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of the hero, prior to which he mi[ ht have been able to retrieve hirn.self EUiltless 
f_rof.1 the action; or for some shortcouing in his character which precipitates hin into 
guilty action or, in itself, renders hira guilty. However, such searches nre usually 
futile or arrive only at far-fetched conclusions. For the i;10st pnrt there is no 
d:i'.scernible error in the faculty of judgr:icmt; it seens to lie, rather, in the grounrs 
u~on which the judgment is nade. As for flaws in character, they seen to be reduce~ 
td a too passionate devotion to s01aething in itself good. More generally, however, : 
d.JA~ exp ·?- /'cJf.. may be translated as a failing. And, in light of Canus, it i;1ay be 

considered as the basic human failing, the r,r0und of all ignorance. This understandipg 
pbovioes a basis for the other two. It r:m1rns intellisible both the basic error of 
ail judgn.ent and the nistake of passionate devotion to any one thing. Man's Jmowledg~ 
i§ unavoidably mperfect. .All of his actions must proceed on blinc1. faith that he 
k~ows what he is doing , that he knows where his act ions will take him, and that he 
1roows where he wants to go. In order to act at all, he must hide fron him.se]f his 
profound ignorance of the true nature of every possible ground of action • 

It is in this ignorance that the action has its roots. The discovery, while it 
r~venls the wretchedness of the crir;ie, necessarily reveals to the hero the wretched
ness of his hunan necessity to act in blindness. That this discovery is consequent 
upon violation of a blood tie or a uoral tie only servos to inpress upon hin the 
depth of his ignorance. 

With Hegel, the moral probleI:l again nakes its appearance as the basic one in 
t~agedy. In his eyes, tragedy is a particulnr exauple of conflict in spirit as it 
moves toward its ultinate embodinent in a noral order which is at once Ui"1iversal and 
subjective. It is realized in a society where individuals have attained full self
c.pnsciousness and thus act in conplete freedom and in accordance with reason. Tragedy 
o·pcurs prior to that state whil e spirit, still strivin[; through individuals toward 
pt3rfect fornulation of that moral order, still contains contradictions within itself, 
T~ese contradictions can only be worked out by the opposition of thesis to antithesis, 
w,ith eventual resolution in a synthesis. Tragedy is a particular exanple of this 
cnnflict in spirit or ethical substance. The essential tragic fact is intestine 
w?rfare in ethical substance -- the war of good with good, each wrong because it 
d.euands absolute sway. Tragedy is the story of unhRppiness caused in this collision 
ot good with good. Its hero is an indi victual who is entirely conni tted to one power 
fron which all his actions proceed and in which he finds his greatness. His door.i iS 
the resolution of the conflict throuu;h denial of the exclusiveness of either claim in 
the synthesis. The resolution nay be effected in one of several ways: through 
r~conciliation as in the Eunenid.es; through a soft ening of one denand as in the 
Philoctetes; through self-condermation by the hero with renunciation of the absolute 
cf.aim as in Oedipus at Colonus; or through catastrophe as in .Antigone. Pity Rnd fear 
are excited in the spirits of the individual viewers by the spectacle of tragic con
f~ict and.its attendant sufferings, since tragic conflict is indeed a conflict of ' 
spirit which exists in the inc'l.ividual viewer as well as in ethical substance and 
the heroes who further its progress. 

This theory possesses far greater generality than that of Aristotle in virtue of 
H$gel' s whole philosophy of history and societies. For the same reason, however, it 
pPsscsses far greater prelininary difficulties. The nature of spirit, a persistent 
Problen in Her;el, is deeply involved here. Spirit is defined in The Philosophy of · 
History as self-contninec1 existence, Freec1ori1, and self-consciousness. 6 Its material 
i~ hur.mn personality, and as reason it attains its positive existence in hunan 
l{powledge and volition. Its effective springs of action are huuan passions. In short, 
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I 
it is a transcendent being whose innancmt existence is the J.mowledge, passions, andJ 
volition of the individual. The idea is the inner spring of action 1 passion effect . 
the practical realization 1 and the state is the actunlly existing enbddir.J.ent of .: 
reason or the idea.. Through individual rnen th e idea struggle s to·warc1 ever more · 
p~rfcct exoressions in an ever more perfect stElt e or moral order. Its u1 tir.iate real i
zation wou.10. appear in a state where the s elf-consciou s incli vidual' s volition was in 
complete .accordance with reason, precluding the possibility of further conflict and t 
resulting in universal self-obedience or freedor.i"' Thus the ultinate coal of spirit 
is a w1ion of its subjective enboclinent in the indiviclual with its objective embodiment 
in the moral order -- union in rea son, self-c ons ciousness 8. nd freedomo 

The function of art in this process is to aid in the progressive liberation of 
spirit by presenting to the individual Iilind tho truth, or spirit itself, in sensuous 
form. One can easily see it perform part of this function in trc.1gec1y, as it presents 
the activity of spirit in affirnation, negation, and synthesis in the ethical conflict 
of "the essential, universal, rational interests of hunanity. 11 7 However, there i~ 
a ,further requirement" Apart frou depicting the activity of spirit, art 1aust repre~ 
sont the essential nature of spirit as free and self-conscious. Hence~ 

in epic and druruatic poetry, it is necessary that the characters should appear 
essentially free and self-deternined. They r.mst be independent beings whose 
entire activities issue out of t henselves and are not imposed upon them fror.1 the 
outside •• ~ • vfu ere art depicts its characters as subject to pain, suffering 
and disaster~ it will, nevertheless, never exhibit then as wholly overwhelmed 
thereby. Their essential liberty and froedon nust not be crushed out of existence. 
Ar:dd all suffering they will re;.-:1ain na.sters of ther:iselves and assert their ' freedon. 
• • • • It nay be that, as in trat;edy, the conflict and suffering end in the 
destruction of the nere physical lives of the characters - but not in the destruct
ion of their spiritual freedono They renain true to thenselvas, and to their 
esse:atial being. They accept their fate as itself a necessary ov..tcone of their 
actions, and therefore as issuing fron their free-·will." 8 

No r.mtter how nuch one may doubt the existence of a transcendent spirit actual
i~ilng its elf in tine, there nay be no denial of the pheno1:iena of the :ll11~ianent world 
observed and accounted for in this theoryo And since it is the ir.n:aanent world, the· 
world of the individual, that we are concGrned with , let us try to express Hegel's 
theory solely in terr.is of it: His presuppositions rmst necessarily be that man is 
free and that he is constantly striving toward greater self·~knowledge. This progress 
tpward self-knowledge is narkcd by an evolution in the noral nnd legal codes which he 
fashions for hinself as he understands himself' a Often two or more nen come forward ' 
w~ th conflicting ideas as to what the nature of the governing code should be; or one 
m~m attempts to change the existing order to conforr.1 with sor11e new idea he has. In~ 
their unfinished state of evolution, it is impossible to deteruinc which idea is better. 
Hc;>wever, each clings to his own idea and, in ti1e resulting collision, one of these 
clair:1s i".mst yield or be destroyed - - and insof r.. r as either yields, it is destroyed • . , 
Atly resolution will necessarily involve soae destruction. Yet the individual's 
f~eedom in naintaining or yielding the position cannot be destroyed.. If he yields, :< 
h? yields willins ly; if he is destroyed, it is in freely and consciously accepting 
tl}e consequences of actions and positiono Insofar as art represents the truth of 
m~n's spiritual nature, it will represent hin in this lirht of freedon and self
c~nsciousness. 

·~ 

Again, there is a certain correspondence between this view and that of Car.1us. 
Indeed it stands sonewhere between Aristotle and Cm,ius in presenting a rationale for 
hur.i.an existence as well as for the theatero The necessary conditions of man's 
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spiritual existence, either in or out of the theater, are freedom and consciousness 
of, self. As the indi victual beco11es aware of him.self in reason, he strives to enbody 
th.at reason or understanding in art, law, morals, religions, or science. Hegel see~ 
this striving as having a goal: the perfection of man's understanding of hiraself, · 
w~ich will be mirrored in a perfect and perfectly free moral order. The collisions 

-wt;ich -ari.s.e. in the course of the struggle toward perfection are only natural to the: 
organic process. It is only natural that individuals, who partake in both sides Of·. 
t~e struggle to the degree that they are conscious, should be affected by its repre~ 
sentation in drana. But, we ask, what of the individual who is destroyed by or mus~ 
y;eld that position to which his own self-consciousness ancl reason have led him? · 

rr.r 
Within Hegel's systeLI, there is nothing said directly concerning tho experience 

and fate of the tragic hero. We are left to irnagine what happens to hill1 at the point 
when the conflict becomes resolved. The term "resolution of a conflict" carries with 
it nothing human. It says nothing of the Iilan who freely and passionately comri. ts his 
whole self to a single power or good only to have it rejected or found false. As 
H~gel hir.lself discusses the sources of hw.;mn action he remarks that it is a rare man 
whose passions go beyond his personal interest, who devotes hiri1self to an idea. It; 
ca,n be of no consolation to the hero that he is sacrificed to the future, greater , 
good. Right here and now he has devoted his entire energy and life to what he thought 
w~s a certainty, to what he thought was right. Forgotten by Hegel with his interesi 
iq the future he too must have his discovery. He too must co1ile to see the necessary 
blindness of ht.tr.lan action. For him there is no cortainty of a brilliant future for ; 
ll~nkind. With no certainty in the µresent how can he thread a path to the future? ;; 
H~s self-consciousness has taken a deeper turn than Hegel ever dreamed. He no longpr 
sees the imprint of his own reason all about him; instead he sees that reason is · 
OJiclusively his and ult:ir.iately bears no certain correspondence to anything else. In 
tije conflict which Hegel presents as tho essential tragic fact, the self-crnscious
ness must take the bitter turn to recognition of the basic hwnan failing, of ir.nora~ce 
and blindness. . 

°/,, 

~~ 

'~: Left with this prospect alone, the hero could not avoid despair. And Aristotl~ 
g~ves us no reason to suspect that he does. He states tho peripety frolil happiness f;o 
m1sery, fulfilled in the discovery, and leaves the hero in his miserable state. Yet 
w~ know Oedipus is not abject as we leave h"n. He has not yet learned to bow his . 
head to fortune. There is a strength about hin which does not arise entirely fron } 
t~e fact that he is a king. One essential condition for tragedy, overlooked by ; 
Aristotle and noted by Hegel, is that his hero is a free nan. Despite the shocking : 
erirors the hero nay have found in his actions and presur.iptions, the fact remains that · 
th'.ey issued from his own free will and he must accept his fate as a necessary outcome 
o~ them; accept his fate, not passively resigned, but actively carrying it out to i~s 
natural conclusion. : 

* '* * :' There are, then, two main clements in tragedy: the tragic action coiillllitted in, 
freedoa and ignorance; and the tragic vision occurring in a noment of discovery or :. 
self-consciousness, precipitated by the action and in virtue of which the action is ! 
tragic. The fonner ccncerns the hero alone; the latter may include an audience. 

The tragic action consists essentially of a series of spontaneous and unrelated 
adts on the part of the hero. On the surface, they often appear to be cOiaplet ely 
o~dinary actions W1 ich might have been c0Lii;1i tted by anyone for any reason or no 
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rfason. Since they have their source in a c01'1_pletely free individual, therG may be 
riQ apparent connection between thm;1. Inagine how ensy it was for Oedipus to forget 
ahd discount the killing of a stranger on the road, as absolutely unrelnted to his 
s61ving the riddle and marryin['.' the quee~1 of Thebes; or for him to nuke absolutely 
no connection between the stranger and the oracle he was fleeing. Yet ii is out of 
n _series of such seerningly inconsequential acts that irrevocable con11~1itr.1onts and the 
fabric of a life are forned. Each nan fashinns his own fate, and sm;1et.lliies his ~ uil t, 
of such actions. They are not in theuselves tragic. They arc only the natorial, and, 
on occasion, the efficient cause of trc:tgedy. Like all hunan action they proceed on 
the assuaption of more than hunan knowledge. Perhaps they arise in passionate de
vQtion to some one idea, principle, or persc>n, as in the case of Phaedra; or perhaps 
in some cherishect hope, as in the case of Lorca's Yerraa; but probably they cone of 
sheer coincidence, as in the case of Oedipus. And rnost probably they will never come 
tq light, or, being noticed, will pnss for no more than they sce11 and be thus no more 
than they seera. 

How, then, is this day-to-day pattern of action, sometimes violent, nost often 
pdaceful, suddenly metamorphosed into the stirrine experience of tragedy? Does it 
not require some extraordinary 1;ian, an extraordinary deed, to break through the common 
routine to the exalted height of tragedy? Surely no comr.1on man can rise from his 
petty faults and riistakes to such stature in despnir and victory. Indeed it seems 
that it always takes sone extraordin.ary action to bring the truth of things to light, 
Sm.all mistakes do not jolt a nan into awareness of his linitatinns, of the falsity 
of his life. The error and the undeceiving must involve the whole fnbric of his life 
before he is forced to understand the weakness of his position. In this sense the 
action jis extraordinary c:md the man no cor.1non one. Few nen can whole-heartedly cor.ll!lit 
theli1selves to a sinr,le way of life and action; and once the coranitnent is made, fewer 
actions can undermine their faith. The conflict outlined by Hegel, in which the hero, 
wholeheartedly espousing the rejected nrinciple or power 1 nust corn.e to see the fnls.ity 
of his understanding, is one way in which this undeceiving may come about, albeit with 
sone violence. The fanily crime:s: which Aristotle speaks of are a still more violent 
m~ans of beinG undeceived; for, should there be anything more horrifying than being 
cornpletc~r deceived in noral precepts, it is the conbinc:ltion of ir;norance anc1 sin, 
recognized. But -these are not the only ways in which the awareness is precipitated. 
For one who clings most tie;htly to rme Dnth and adheres to it alone, that path re
veals its own falsity. This is precisely what occurs in Loren's Yerma. 

The sole natter of importance in Yerma's life is bearing children. There is 
no other reason for her coming to womanhood, marrying, and continuing to live after 
that. Bound irrevocably to a husbanc1_ who will r;ive her no chilc1ron, she feeds her 
s-elf-deccption on the cheering rer.iarh:s of friends and the pronises of charlatans. 
Honor bound, she clings to this one nnn as her salvation and firhts to keep her 
i}.lusion alive in the face of the fact that she is certainly do01;ied to barrenness. 
Yet in that very fight she necessarily reduces every source of false hope to hope
lE;;ssness. She is forced to recognition of the illusion on which she has built her 
life. In yielding to the way things are, she destroys at once her hope and source _ 
of hope, her son nnd husband in one act • 

r Here is a woman who is in no conrnon sense extraordinary. She is not a member 
of the nobility, nor is she extraorcinarily beautiful, cultivated, intelligent. Her 
stature lies in her single-r,1inded cmanitment to one desire and hope. There is no 
dfeadful crine to be c1-iscovered here. The horror lies not in sor.1e terrible act, but 
i)l the futility of her striving. But she is not overco111e by futility. She rise s to 
it and er.1braces it as she kills her husband and knows she must live out the rest of 
h~r life without hope. 
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Thus the tragic v1s1on is generated out of free 1 but necessarily blind, human 
aGtion by the inevitable consequences of whole-hearted connit1aent to -- Iiian never 
knows whnt. And in light of that vision, these actions and comnitnents which gave 
birth to it becor.ie trap,ic. The vision is tragic not in the horror of what was done, 
bti.t in the horror that it was done blindly; that the error was not in the faculty of 
jti.dgment, but in the ir.iperfection of human knowledge. In freed01:1 and ignorance the ' 
h~ro fashions his guilt and fate; in freedom and knowledge he suffers and accepts 
t,heae It is in his knowledge that he suffers; for his misery in action is co1:1pleted 
in his awareness of it? his lmowledGe of the futility of his actions, and the result
i11g despair. Had he not c01~1e to know his actions fully, we would have found the play 
upinteresting or disr;usting; for ignorance and sin are coru110no 

. .. It is out of his freedou that he accepts the fate ih ich he fashioned in freedono 
NQt Iilerely passively resigned, he shoulders the full consequences of those actions 
in which he was so deeply involved but a few blind moments ago,, In this free act, 
he frees himself froH despairo Hi_s actions nay be futile; but he has created obliga!"' 
t:i.ons for hiuself which he freely accepts. And in that acceptance the fu±ili ty is 
gqne., It is as thout.:h he has added to his stature with every raeasure of guilt or 
obligation he acceptso Here is the exultation we find in tragedy" Here is the hero, 
ten feet tall, Had he not accepted his actions and fate with their fullest impli- · 
cations as personally his, we woulc1 have found him merely a pitiful, little man, 
raiU.ne against 2. universe too big and powerful for hin to comprehendo 

It is -perhaps for this reason that we do not find Agamennon fully satisfying 
as a tragic figurG o In the nidst of tho enormously prideful act of stepping on the 
carpet, the only sin hG coumits within the action of the pla y 7 he hides frot1 himself 
the true r.1Ga11inr of his act and declares it Iilore acquiescence to the whin of his wife. 
How nuch raoro powerful is Clytemnestra, who adi;1its freely what she has cb nc and, 
finally confronted by Orestes, cor.1es to understand that it~ too 1 wns a crime and 
her doom, realizin~fully the raeaning of the curse on the house of Atreus o 

,' The doom which the hero 1~mst face, like Clytennestra 1 s c1oon, is the act and 
t]'.le knowledge as well as destruction. And it is the knowledge or vision of the hero 
which makes the act and destruction neaningful. The action is trngic only when it 
is fully roalizod that the hero is freely doing what he would not have done other
wise and that his action necessarily calls forth destructive forceso The destruction 
is traEic only when the combination of innocence and guilt that called theia forth is 
:fully understood. 

Only the hero with his tragic vision is in a position fully to understand these 
things. He stands alono in his terrible knowledge. Yet he is usually the last to 
become aware that SOiilething is terribly wrong o We, the audience, are usually the 
f~rst. At the oµoning of every tragedy the audience is filled with a sense of iri1- . 
p~nding doorn before its source and nature are deterr.1inable., Perhaps it coliles from 
t~e "µoetic effects"; a speech from a goddess or fron the chorus is enough to warn · 
u~ that a wrong will be done and suffered for o The chorus or tho Iilinor firures in . 
tpe play are usually nexty forewarned by their strong sense of riiorality anc1 fear of 
overstepping the bounds of the familiar and fully known,, Even the larger figures : 
s,4rrounding the hero are aware before he is; but none are aware to the extent that ; 
he is. The princes and heroes are c.ware, in virtue of their likeness to the tragic 
£igure, that thoy too might have done the deed; but their awareness is lini ted by 
ti'ieir righteousness, the sense that they have cornmi tted no crime a In the chorus, 
the sense of righteousness is even strongero With their fear of action, they could 
not conceivably have cOiin:iitted the crine; they abhor it and can barely bring thenselves 
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to U>o~ upon it, much less understand it., With their mornli ty, there is no chance 
that' they could see the hero justified even in his guilt o 

.The audience is~ in one aspect, even more lllili ted than the chorus because of 
its distance fror;i the action" The sense of unreality and pretence arisinG from taking 
no part in the action, prevents the viewer frou having first-hand knowledge of ita 
Yet thi s very factor becomes an advantage a By reason cf 'this reuovnl and impersonal ity 
we see the unity and spontaneity of thc entire action in a way in which even the hero 
in the i.i;ipersonality of his view could not o It is this vision which ua!ms us aware 
of the tragedy long before the hero, and it deepens in the course of the play o We , 
see ~he freedon 1 innocence:- and it;norance of his acts, and in our knowledge which is 
greater than his, we see -their guilt and what .rwst fallow fror;i theno However, it is 
only . in the hero's growing consciousness and ultinC\te knowledge as he expresses it 
that <,we are brought to full understanding of the tragic positiono Our tragic awc:ire= 
ness ::and response are consur.nrrated in the hero 1 s fiOfilent of vis iono It is as clos e as 
we , the unGxtraordinar;o{ persons, cone to a first-person knowledge of the univers e and 
human nction in it n 

Our lmowlcdr.e seldon has the characte1~ of insighto It is never explicito We 
are caught sonewhere between our detachLlent and our involvcnento Fron our detachment 
we Jn~ow only what has happened to the hero externally through the sµectacle and his 
word$. And our human nature co~operntes with these two forms of knowledge to give 
us a ~; deep;,i vicarious thrill of understandingo We 9 too 7 oxµerienco the problems of 
freefion and inperfect knowledge; but we do not quite know what it is lilrn to experience 
ther.i ~· as he does o Both our understauding and our cnotional response hover soraewhere 
betwoen the inpersonal and the intensely personal , fixed by the experience of this 
nan. . Just the description of the enotions involved -- pity and fear or terror -·w 
indicates that on one hand we participate in and suffer.the action in a very personal 
way; ''. and , on the otherl' we view and sympathize with it fron the outsideo Aristotle 1 s 
definition of fear does not suffice to show the full measure of our involvemento The 
misfortunes of one lilw ourselves arc not to inspire fear in us j our fear is for our
selves and nay be extended no further than those we love, who are somehow part of · 
ourselves o 

·Much n ore meaningful is the definition Joyce gives of fear or terror as "the 
feeling which arrests the mind in the presence of whatsoever is grave and constant 
in hunan suffering and unites it ·with the s e cret cause,,n 9 Through the action of the 
hero we have be cone acquainted with hunan suffering; and through his vi. s ion we come 
to SEle the secret cause ,., Were we to conj)rehend it fully 7 as the hero docs 1 there 
woul~1 bo no fear er terror a But we arc not the her o ; we are renove<~. and limited by 
our :reI11ovalc So there rei~iains ~bout it a nystery~ an air of the secret:i tantalizing 
but f,epelling -~ frighteninf ., Thus only insofar as we are conscious of'.> but not 
fully aware of;i the aeaning of the action 7 we fear,, We exult because of our cornnit~ 

ment ·to the blind forces which conquer and~ perhaps; also because of the hero., s own 
vict~ry in knowl·.~dro and freedom in the very midst of his defeat o We pity because 
as mi audience in the presence of human suffering., our nind hovers in that static 
mid-?oint between the h um.an suf ferer and the secr~t cause a 

IV 

.We conclu.de 5 then, that tragedy consists in a certain view or vision of htu:ian 
life and action" It nny be stated 1 both ns a condition nf the occurrence of this 
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knowledge and as part of its content, that man is completely free but by nature 
poss~sses i.Hperfect knowledge. In virtue of that basic flaw in his nature, positive 
judgment and action are inevitably futile and in error. It is the strong individual 
who dfoserts his freedor:1 of action positively who is inevitably forced by circumstances 
arising out of that very action to the tragic vision of the futility and error in all 
actiqn. As he sees· his freedom and the chain of circumstances he has forged for him
self~.; he is forced to decide between complete despair, which arises from his knowledge, 
and 4ctively accepting and carryin[ out the conclusions of the fate he has fashioned 
for fiimself in the concatenation of his previous spontaneous and unrelated actions • . 
Man'~ misery consists in his full awareness of the conditions of this choice. His . 
nobi.iity consists in his being able to pick up the obligations he incurred in the 
igno;ant freedon prfor to the tragic consciousness, and thereby rit~. himself of the 
threcit of futility. The action resulting from the tragic vision is thus a wholly 
humai~ optilnis1;1 arising out of a profounctly pessimistic vision of the human condition., 

· ~he tragic hero, knowing the full extent of his wretchedness, may still conclude 
with Car,1us that "The struggle itself towards the heirhts is enough to fill a man's 
hear~ .n 

FOOTNOTES 
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EROS AND AGAPE 

Abby Perelman 

Of the three theolcgi.ca.1 virtL1..es -- faith: hope and charity -- the greatest stress is 
laid upon charity both by snch systematic theologians as Aquinas and Dante and by the 
apostle Paulo It is therefore my intention to explcore the meaning of love, first in its 
relation to the other two theological virtues as it is understood by Aquinas and Dante, 
and secondlyD by comparison with the Hellenistic eros and in the light of the New 
Testamento Last of all, having achieved sorne understanding of the agape of the New 
Testament:i I shall try to correlate the differences and similarities between Pauline 
agape and ThomiGtic caritas o 

Dante's political theory as it is stated in De Monarchia consists of the view that the 
world shm:dd be ruled by two powers 0 a spiritual power (the supreme pontiff) and a 
secular power (the emperor)~ both of whom derive their authority from divine appoint
ment,, This theory is based upon the premise that man has a twofold end, which in 
t•).rn is based upon the premise that man is a mean between the corruptible and the in
corruptible since he is comprised of two parts, body and soul. Since he is a mean and 
a mean partakes of both extremes, man exists for a double purpose. As Da~te says, 

Twofold:i therefore, are the ends which unerring providence has ordained for man; 
the bliss of this lifo~ which consists of the functioning of his own powers, and which 
is typified by the earthly paradise; and the bliss of eternal life, which consists in 
the enjoyment of tha t divine vision to which he cannot attain by his own powers, e~pt 
they be aided by the divine light~ and this state is made intelligible by the celestia~ 
ParaC.ise,., These two stat es of blissa like two different goals, man must reach by 
different ways~ For we come to the first as we follow the philosophical teachings, 
applying them accordingto our moral and intellectual capacities; and we come to the 
second as we follmr;1 the spiritual teachings which transcend human reason accord-
ing to our theological capacities: faith, hope and charity. 1 

Dante was evidently following Thomas very closely~ as is evinced by the following 
state:nent in the Su.mma: 

The spiritual power and the secular power both derive their origin from the Divine 
poY1er. 2 

Thomas also maintained that the secular power belonged to the natural order and took 
its origin from the law of nations~ "which is a human law. 11 As he says, 

As it was a function of secular princes to issue positive decrees based on Natural 
Law~ with a view to the common temporal good, so it was the function of the rulers 
of the Church to frame spiritual laws for the general welfare of the faithful. 3 

Similarly~ if one substitutes natural happiness and supernatural happiness for the two
fold goalsti it can be seen that Dante did not diverge at all from the theologian's view • 



For he says that the natural inclination of man directs him to his connatural end ( 1) 
according to reason or intellect, using as the starting point universal principles ac
quired by the natural light of the intellect - - these principles are for speculative and 
practical matters -- and ( 2) according to the rectitude of the will, which tends naturally 
to the Good as defined by reason. Man's supernatural happiness is achieved ( 1) accord-
ing to reason or intellect, upon the reception of certain supernatural principles ob- · 
tained by the infusion of grace (or the divine light). These are things wlich are to be 
believed about, which is faith. And ( 2) by the action of the will, which directs the 
person to thi s end by hope, which is the movement of intention tending to that end as 
something attainable, and by charity, which is a certain spiritual union whereby the 
will is, in a way, transformed into that end. It may be said, then, that natural vir
tue directs man to the good and the theological virtues direct him to God. Or, as 
Thomas would say, since the supernatural happiness surpasses the power of human 
nature, man1s natural principles which enable him to act well according to his power 
do not suffice to direct him to this same happiness. Hence, it is necessary for man 
to receive from God some additional principles by which he may be directed to super
natural happiness. Such principles are called the theological virtues. The theological 
virtues are so called because their object is God (inasmuch as they direct us rightly 
to God), and further, because they are infused by God alone. That part of philosophy 
which considers the highest cause differs from the theological virtues in that the for
mer is an investigation guided by human reason while the latter make their investiga
tion by the power of instilled grace from God. To learn the truth about God with the 
aid of wisdom alone would be very hard. As Thomas says, 

For the truth about God, such as reason can know it, would only be known by a 
few, and that after a long time and with the admixture of many errors. 4 

Thus, for Thomas, without grace there is no ascent. For grace is the power man 
needs in order to be able to ascend to God. In other words, what the law (the Old 
Testament and philosophy) and free will could not do, since our pleasure is bound to 
earthly things, is done by God's grace coming to meet man with the eternal and super
natural gift. This is a downward movement,but it iis only the means to the end, which 
is fellowship with God. And this is an upward appetitive movement of the will com
prised of the two virtues, hope and love. As Thomas says, 

Two things pertain to the appetite, viz., movement to the end, and conformity 
with the end by means of love. Hence, there must be two theological virtues in 
the human appetite, namely hope and charity. 5 

Thus we must say that although grace makes it possible to win blessedness, virtue 
must win it. Hence, grace and fellowship with God are two different things: grace is 
the means, fellowship the end. 

Two further questions need be asked: what is the relationship between the theolo
gical virtues, and what is Thomas' conception of love? 

The relationship between the theological virtues in terms of precedence is presented 
by Thomas in two ways, that of perfection and that of generation. In terms of genera-
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tion (that is::- the way in which the three virtues appear as generated in a man) fait h 
precedes hope and hope precedes charity. This view is typically Aristotelian. For, 
just as matter precedes form, likewise imperfection precedes perfection. For the 
movement of the appetite cannot tend to anything either by hoping or loving unless 
that thing be apprehended by the intellect. It is by faith that the intellect apprehends 
what it hopes for and lovesa But in order of perfection charity precedes faith and 
hope~ because faith and hope are quickened by cha:rity and receive from charity their 
full complement as virtues. One of the Thomistic arguments for the supremacy of 
charity would rest upon the view that a demon has faith but no love for God and hence 
has only "formless" faith, Thus charity is the mother and root of all the virtues, 
since it is the form of them alL Central to Thomas' doctrine of what constitutes per
fect virtue is his distinction between "formed" and "formless11 faith. For he maintains 
that faith and hope without charity are 1'inchoate," but with charity, are perfect vir
tues. This statement rests upon his definition of perfect virtue. Perfect virtue is, 
according to him:i 

that which gives the ability of doing a perfectly good work and this consists in not 
only doing what is good but doing it well. 6 

To do something well belongs to a power of the will; and since a work of faith is to 
believe in God and to believe is to assent to some one of one's own free will, hence 
Thomas would say that to will not as one ought would not be a perfect work of faith. 
Thus the act of faith requires an act of the will and an act of the intellect. ' Hope is 
the virtue that makes faith pe rs eve re~ but faith precedes it in order of generation, 
since one cannot hope to obtain eternal happiness unless one believes this possible, 
since hope does not tend to the impossible. 

Thus the reason that Virgil can say to Dante, 11 Make pleasure now thy guide~ 11 7 
is that what Dante ought to do (reason or faith) and what he wants to do (will) are now 
the same, for the will is whole. Virgil says, 

No word from me, no further sign expect; free:i upright, whole, thy will hence
forth lays down guidance that it were error to neglecto 8 

Or, in Augustine is words, "love and do as you like." The concept held by Augustine 
and Aquinas that love is the root of all virtues, is certainly not foreign to Dante, nor, 
for that matter1 to any Christiano For the seven deadly sins (that are removed in 
the seven cornices of Purgatory) are all misdirected forms of love. 

For Thomas as for Augustine all love is fundamentally acquisitive. Love corres
ponds to the acquisitive will and this latter to the natural quest for happiness. As 
certainly as everyone loves hims elf and wants his own happiness, so must everyone 
be disposed by nature and in accordance with reason to love God above all things. 
The reason that we love God at all is that we need him for our bonumo Indeed, 
Thomas does not hesitate to say: 

Assuming what is impossible:> that God were not man's bonum.:i then there would 
be no reason to love Him. 9 
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Thus, self-love is, for Thomas, the root of love and reveals to man his true nature 
and goal and thereby directs his love towards God and the eternal. The cause of love 
is expressed by Thomas thus: 

From the fact that a man thinks he can obtain a. good through some one he begins 
to love him. 10 

And, 

In like manner, a man loves a thing because he apprehends it as his good. Now from 
the very fact that a man hopes to be able to obtain some good from someone, he looks 
on the man in whom he hopes as a good of his own. Hence for the reason that a man 
bases his hopes in someone, he proceeds to love him. 11 

But charity, according to Thomas, is not just any kind of love of God, but that love of 
God by which He is loved as the object of beatitude, to which we are directed by faith 
and hope. Thus, one may say in summary that Thomas' conception of love is that it 
is a striving, acquisitve action of the will whereby man hopes to obtain his "summum 
Bonum." 

The problem now is to define both eras and agape. Probably the most complete ac
count of Hellenistic eras is the one given by Socrates in the Symposium. Central to 
the Socratic notion of eros is the notion that love desires what is good and beautiful 
because he lacks these very things. On account of this, love cannot be a god, because 
gods are happy and beautiful and hence in secure enjoyment of what is good and beauti
ful; and since love is a being who has no share of the good and the beautiful, he cannot 
be a god. No god, in the Platonic view, is a lover of wisdom or desires to be wise, 
because he is wise already. On the other hand neither do the ignorant love wisdom or 
desire to be wise; for the ignorant man, who possesses neither beauty, goodness nor 
intelligence, is perfectly well satisfied with himself, since he does not believe he 
lacks anything. Hence love is somewhere between ignorance and knowledge: eros has 
a dual nature. He is a daemon, a spirit which is neither mortal nor immortal but 
something intermediate between having and not having; he is the son of poverty and 
energy3 and his function as an intermediate nature is to bridge the gap between gods 
and men. 

Eros is the movement of that which is lower in power and meaning to that which is 
higher, and consequently, gods cannot possibly love in terms of a definition such as 
the following: 

Man loves and desires only that which he wants and has not got, for who in the 
world would desire what he already has? 12 

Thus eros is an acquisitive love which is conscious of a present need, and it is the 
effort to find satisfaction for it in a higher and happier state: eras is the love for the 
good and the beautiful. Thus eras directs itself to an object which is considered 
valuable. The divine is unmoved, and eras as activity and movement belongs exclu
sively to man's side. 
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Thus t}1erc is a tvvo ,,.· fold p:res 1.·opposition for eros: the recognition of value in the 
loved object and the consdousness of needing this value. Since eros is motivated 
by the qualities in 11is object~ it iG therefore dependent on contingent characteristics 
which change and are pa rtiaL It is dependent upon repulsion and attraction, on pas
sion and sympathyo Eros does not seek the neighbor for himself; it seeks him in so 
far as it can utilize him as a means for its own ascent to the summum bonum -- the 
good and the beautifoL Eros can utilize the neighbor only in so far as he is a. crea
ture who is participating in this bonum.'.! though in an imperfect way. Thus objects 
are stepping~ s<;ones to hig~J.er things and inust be left behind as one advances further 
in the asce::.~to One expects that tlJ.e logician or mathematician is wholly detached 
with respect to his sub ject, since the nature of his subject does not involve the ques
tion of hio existence~ But even in t1:'8 construction of geometrical figures the re is 
an elen1ent of i::r»·olvernent.~ for the logician and mathematician are driven by eras, 
including desire and passion~ since there is a beauty in mathematics though it be one 
of the higher stepping~· stones . 

Unlike the Plc.tonic gods~ the God of the New Testament works toward the fulfill
ment of every creature and toward. the bringing~together into the unity of His life all 
who are separated a::.-_d dls rupted< Christ is the supreme sacrifice and example of 
divine loveJ ri'hesc two statements lead to the assertion that God is love. That is, 
the divine love is an ontoiog:i.c23. concept; this means that the divine love has the char
acter of lo•,,-e bu·~ beyo nd the d~_ stin:::tion between potentiality a.nd actuality •. Hence, 
this kind of unders\:ancEng b cco:r~1c c 2. mystery for finite understanding. For one must 
assert that love in g e neral inch:des desire and a certain longing for reunion (in the 
sense that in Christia:1ily the indi. ~.ridual longs to return to the unity to which he belongs, 
in which he participates in his ontological being) . One must also say that all love is 
directed tov,rard a definite ob ject with whom it wants to unite the bearer of love. Love· 
wants the other being ,, The New Testament uses the word a.gape to signify the divine 
iove but it also uses this word for man1s love to God and to his neighbor. But so far 
this gcnerai 1.u1d erst2.nding could be applied equally well to either eros or agape. We 
must see now in what eense agape differs from eros. Unlike eros, when we say that 
God is lo\re we are not ecffirming anything about the nature of the object to which this 
love is direc·ted; that isr this is not a judgment upon what man is like but what God is 
like: th2,t it is :Jod's n a ture to love" Hence God's love is not dependent upon the con
tingerd: characteris·dcc of the object.., It is an unconditional affirmation. It is indif
ferent to value because God love::; sinners (God's grace, or love, is in a human sense. 
paradoxical,) sbcc he accepts that which is unacceptable). No one with whom a rela
tionship io pos d i,l e :!.c excluded; nor is anyone preferred. Agape is the love 11 in spite 
of" which i3 the decisi\~e inessage of Christianity; that is, it is the Christian message 
of" sirnul peccatLi_r~ si:i:nul ju.stus :' 11 the doctrine of justification for which the Pauline 
sentence iB 0 justii:.icatio::1 by g:race through faitho •1 This is a statement expressing 
a notion which is ir~ n o Yvay dependent upon man~ Agape must then be spontaneous, 
unmotivated and un:i.?ersal (th;r~ io ~ independent of any qualities or value such as higher 
or lower in the object) ,, for ho',~l e l se can Jesus' exhortation to love one's enemies be 
understood? Fo::.' JeEu.s says ii~ 1\1fa-::thew ~ 

But I say to you~ love your e::.3::ni e o and pray for those who persecute you, so that 
you may be sons of your F' 2.~~1er who is in heaven; for he makeo his sun rise on the 
evn and o:a the goo~: . - c.::::c~ :J encl:: :rain on the jest and on the unjust. 13 
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This divine agape which man must imitate in his relationship with athe r men must 
n€eds be the desire for the fulfillment of the longing for reunion of the other being, 
for his as opposed to the lover's fulfillment. Kierkegaard's exposition of what it 
means to truly love one 1s neighbor is very helpful for understanding agape: 

The man who truly loves his neighbor, therefore loves also his enemy. This 
distinction, "friend or enemy," is a difference in the object of love, but love for 
one 1 s neighbor truly has an object which is without discrimination; the neighbor 
is"the absolutely indistinguishable difference between man and man, or it is the 
eternal resemblance before God fmderlining is mine]-- and the enemy also has 
this resemblance. We think that it is impossible for a man to love his enemy, 
alas! for enemies can hardly bear to look at each other. Oh, well, then close your 
eyes -- then the enemy absolutely resembles your neighbor; close your eyes and 
remember the commandment thou shalt love, then you love -- your enemy? No, 
then you love your neighbor, for you do not see that he is your enemy. 14 

Thus, the motive for agape towards the neighbor must be almost negligible. That is, 
it is unconcerned with any such reason as that love for one's neighbor helps us to win 
God's love. It does look, strangely enough, as if neighborly love were bereft of any 
actuating principle and therefore had the nature of unreality. The motivation must be 
supplied, since love, by definition, is a movement toward an cbject. One can say 
that Christian neighborly love is a love for God's sake. But this must be qualified, 
for God in this case is not the end or ultimate object as in eros but is the starting 
point. He is the starting point not as the prime, unmoved mover but in the sense that 
he is Himself involved in the motion. That is, it is not "as being loved" but as loving 
that God sets love in motion. Hence, the phrase "for God's sake 11 has no teleogical 
significance but only a causal significance. 

In this last statement lies the profound distinction between eros and agape. For, 
substituting the phrase "for God's sake" for the phrase "for beauty's sake" or some 
such Platonic phrase, one could say that for Plato this phrase has a teleological sig
nificance. That is, one has eras for one's neighbor because he possesses some 
shadowy gleam of the perfect beauty which is the ultimate goal. The motivation that 
Kierkegaard would supply for agape is "the eternal resemblance before God." A. 
similar statement would consist of a motivation which occurs as a result of the 
ultimate unity of being with being within the divine ground, 

Agape, then, is spontaneous, unmotivated, indifferent to value, and unconditional • 
One may say that agape is an indifferenc e to value in a sense diametrically oppo sed 
to privation, the basis for cros. Thus, the word desire when used in connection with 
agape does not have the sense of privation that it does in eros. The difference lies 
in the distinction between egocentricity and theocentricity. Agape may also b e de
fined& ,creative love and this may best be seen in Paul's conversion. One must ask 
in this connection what meaning is to be found in the fact that the most zealous of 
the persecutors of the Church of God was called to be an apostle. The first mean
ing that can be inferred from the conversion is that it shows the unmotived and 
indifference-to-value characteristic of agape-love. For, how contrary to all human 
calculations God's love and calling are, that He should call a persecutor, the least 
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worthy person of all, to be an apostle! Paul considers hims elf to be a paradigm of the 
upholder of the law, for his previous way towards fellowship with God was man's way: 
the strict observance of the law and traditions of his fathers. He says, 

••• and I advanced beyond many of my own age among my people, so extremely 
zealous was I for the traditions of my elders. 1 S 

And he says again, as if he were worried lest there be any doubts in people's minds 
about the meaning of his conversion, 

••• if any other man thinks he has reason for confidence in the flesh, I have more: 
circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a 
Hebrew born of Hebrews; as to the law, a Pharisee, as to zeal, blameless. 16 

I think one can say that Paul 1 s conversion as he interprets it may verify the concept 
that God's agape is creative in the sense that Paul becomes of worth by being the 
object of God's love. That is, one may say that while agape does not recognize value, 
it does create it. This is so if one can assert, as I think it is possible to do, that 
Paul 1 s religious position is entirely theocentric. Nothing :rroceeds from man, 

• • • for the re is no distinction; for all have sinned, and fall short of the glory of 
God. 17 

The spontaneous and unmotivated character of God's agape can further be seen by this 
passage in Romans: 

While we were yet helpless, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly. 18 

(Previously Paul says Christ died for sinners, the unworthy or the unrighteous; here 
it is stronger: the ungodly.) Continuing, he says: 

Why, one will hardly die for a righteous man--though perhaps for a good man one 
will dare even to die. But God shows his love for us in that while we were yet 
sinners Christ died for us. 18 

Agape is then identified with Christ crucified, and this in turn points to God's love, 
and they are considered to be one and the same. In Corinthians I xiii Paul states 
in quite a long passage about agape that it is the greatest of the whole faith-hope-and 
charity trinity because it 

••• bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. 19 

The chief difficulty that arises in interpretation of this passage is that in the beginning 
of the passage Paul seems to be talking of neighborly love but at the end speaks about 
love, faith and hope abiding, indicating that he has switched to love towards God. Per
haps the error lies in looking at this passage as if Paul were concerned with the ob
jects of love. For perhaps for him it is not a question of the object of love but of its 
nature; that is, he might be saying that where love is truly agape it is grounded in 
God and for that reason is one of the things that abide. Paul does seem to be making 
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.:. cH ?tincho~ ~etweer... ::~ej .. lcnistic gnosis (knowledge) and Christian agapeu Gnosis (the 
see:dng ·~ o ~.::.now} i s di. s-::ing:.:~i shei fro1n agape in that the form.er is egocentric and the 
l;J.tte r -Cheocent :rico Fo:r P2.ul sa7s; 11 o '° o 1k nowledge 1 puffs up but love builds up" 11 19 
Per}-1::ips it io r.ot in..::on·ect t o U~'}.derstand gnosis as t he visi:::m of Godo If this is so~ 

. b - " '- . .;. ' '. f . ' th k " t k . i· gnos1s :?ro a : .. ny r:on,a1ns ,,:ie nunc:m o eJ.os J.nasmu.cn as c see 1ng o now imp 1es 
the u!t in:::...t :::; go2~l v/ ,_ir: I.-.:. i s ":he vision". I tl:d.r. k it is true that gnosis signifies something 
pu:ceJ.y b• .ff.na ~. 1 ·~ -.~:.e ~: e2 . .J agar,e is s i1n_r:;1y -1.n o lltflow of God 1 s iove and hence not humano 
G :c.o ::::is :i.c:, f c :r 2 2,:11; one o:Z the thing o i:~1.at 11 vvrill pass away" in contradistinction t o 
agapev wh::_ .-:-:h ';:-:iE ': .:J..:~. d. e ,. ' 1 

The q u c:stion t!.;.at r22,Hy :rnus: be asked is :1 if God 1 s love for man is spontaneous and 
t:;,.:::i::.'lriotivate d.~ t i1en i i r~:a.n is to h:-: ... ve aGape for God r.n.ustn!t it also be sp ontaneous and 
C":li1'10t i ·, ··<J.te6? Tl_io question hingc3 on a. sirn.ilar one~ namel y, isn 1t man's love for God 
r:..10t :~~vateJ. i:n t}:i<3 hif;h.cs t C!.egre e by God 1s love? It is perhaps this question" if it is 
::>.~:-1swered.,, ih::,:~ will. ::::-~sJ~2 2 le:l.:r Paul· s reticenc e a bo ut speaking of man is love for God§ 
L:::. at J.e2.st -:.:w::i re s ::::-:.w.::s :P :-: \.-~}. ::::1:~ ,-2 t b.2.t the whol e law is fulfilled in one wo:a:·d ··- namely:i 
i i , ~ you sh2.ll love yo L' T neighbor a s y o urself" 11 20 

0 : r; (0,.::;·e YJO One 2. ''l~d.hi·0.g- .:; :: ':".: f.'.pt to lmre One a:..i.other; for he who loves hi3 neighbor 
}:-,_2.. s foJ.fil:Le _:;, t ~-:-.c law" T £_.9 c ort"_. -~-_'l::.i. nc.n-1ents ,1 ''you shall net c o mmit adultery'., you 

::-, : F: !1 :;,1.ct 3i:ec;J ) ;/o-:; E:1::~U n :J i: :dE: 1ou shall n ot covet .• " and any other com1nandJ.n.ent 
;:-3:::; Gc.:::nmed u.p i::~ f\ i ;::; Gc1t0n c e~ 11 y o u shall love your neighbor as yourselL i > 

··11-h en Pau l tbus ~ -.ie :r,·:;lfi'2:S Leight.o!' ly love with the whole i·equirement of the law and 
~f; uoreo its tradiEono.l c on.nection with love t o G od,, one must certainly rernark at thin 
~: ·;,.:: . ·.:! :3e m-:.iss ;.on .- ~;. i: i0 e::.ey t ·-:::i urd crstand how the agape of God towards rr1an and the 

<:< :~: ::; .p? bc:t•Nee::: rn £r_ co '"1"8 spond ~ ·:-: in-: 1=; ~he a gape bet w e en rnen is simply God 1 s infi. .. rned 
J. o .,..rc 2 -r):1 her:. c c :". ::: C 1r:.:.: ::2.. ~::-.i"i.'3 love ; br;.t t he agap e of :man t owards Gcd falls outside fr.ds 
co::-:r :c: .~.2 ~ io.n. F or rna-r1 :..:c..n.no'>; lov e G cd "in 0pit e ofi' or in forg iveness as he c a n lcwve 
"'-::2:~:.n.. Tr~PG o::.;:::; ~.nuc ·i: c .:::.y e~_the r t ha:: thic as·L. r:_,_!;-J·;: cons i st in eros or that perh2.p s this 
lo.-·e i rJ si:c.rq:Ly a :_;ort c·!. res:po:ae>e , 

1VIan.1D Io\Je fo..:· Goi ~.n t:h.-:; :Nev.- Test .::i.mer·:t is a vihole--~ hearted surrender to God-·-· in 
v:,,::1ich :rna:1 ;_ .ec- orr~,3 c Goc3

'.
1 s v1iH.ir.3 s1c:i.ve : Unlike e :tos ~ it ~. s a response o f gratitude for 

80 ~:--.:-... c t>i.:'.'{~ . '.: :i:·c::;~y g:ve~.-.. , n anl 31Y:' Go:F::; agape"' it may be that Paulis reticence is :h:.e to 
!.: .. :.c e::~:~::-:e-.~::1::; '"20:1c: s:.-:::1 ~o ::;:--:.c: 1:-.e i t .-::l e2.i· that GhristiaEity is a theocentric :telig i on and he 
'.: ·:"J.. :_T~:-J t:-J ~;_" efer E:VP.ry ~3. ;;_ :~g t o Goct If he v1e-::e t o ::all n .Lan1 s l o ve to god agape::: he rnlght 
see tha t this c:. . gc.,~)2 21, :;~~ r. es f ::.-on1 :;:na :n 1 [] i:nnc r re sources" Furthe 2"; it is obvious that if 

.:i. ~~ .:::~;e ».7ere a reve::ri h: c :ccL~. ~: ion Gl-:. iy:, bc:;:iweeI: God and ma n: then God 1 s agape would be 
:•:· :::.-~'-7. , .: s:l to rna ·:.:.' :_ 3..g ;-1 := 8 { cieno' :: :>"J.~~: c m:: :. e kJ nd of equality which would b e utterly fo 1·ei g:1. 
;; _') Ct:r 1. ::;~.:_2 r.<it1 o :..: n-;.:..~.t'. 1 .s agu.1:<~ '>TY.1L:":_ be e1.2vated to God: s .~ ne ce s siti.i.ting an egoc;::mtric 
:·2~..i g i on .. ',-/L:;.c~: 2.3ain ",'. ·ou}ri ·1:: :;; n::;: e:..:.<~7 foreigr.i. t o :eau.linG doctrine)o Hence~, Paul con,~ 
·--sr::.1.e :;:ri:l; doc:;s n o\-. u3e ~ :i::e vm :;:: d a.t 2,ll '.Nith :.i:-eference t o man;s relationship with God, 
':\']:_;_~ fact tha.t Pa.':o.l snows tl~i s re'Li.cen c e d o es not~ however., justify our unde1· standing 
b.·i_1:.L·1 to i."" .. ne a.n tll~t love to G·od ~. ;: i:;:ro ~;~ l:n spice of Paul 1 s hes:~tation about calling it 
:.. ,•;2+e;, the Pa'1Enc no2io:r; o:; rnc..n's loving sur render to God as a respc:moe to God;s 
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agape differs from eros. For God is not the highest good as in eros in the sense that 
He is more desirable than all other objects of desire: He cannot be classed with ob
jects of desire. The difference lies mainly in the distinction between a theocentric 
love and an egocentric l ove. Man loves God, not because on comparing him with other 
things he finds Him more satisfying than anything else, but because God's unmotivated 
love has overwhelmed him so that he cannot do otherwise than love God. That is, . 
even when God seems t o be the object of man's love as in the commandment, God is 
really the subjecto 

The final consideration c oncerns the nature of the Thomistic caritas. The question 
that arises from such a c onsideration is whether Thomistic caritas is a synthesis of 
eros and agape or simply the Latin word for agape. From what has been said about 
Thomas in the preceding pages, two things may be observed: first, that for Thomas 
there is no merit without grace, and second, that love is the root of the virtues and 
the root of all love is self-love. From the former notion arises the idea of a two-fold 
movement: that of grace coming down to man and the instillation of certain super
natural principles wherein he may begin an upward movement towards God. Thus 
this do \WU. --;ard movement called grace is really none other than God's agape, and 
hence we may say that Thomas is in accord with Paul thus far. But his notion of 
caritas as an upward tendency, based as it is upon the foundation of self-love, seems 
to accord badly with the Christian love which "seeketh not its own." Thomas ,seemed 
to realize this difficulty, however., and tried to overcome it with the introduction of 
the Aristotelian doctrine of friendship. In doing s ,'J, Thomas tried to make a distinc
tion between two types of self-love, acquisitive love and the love of friendship. He 
asserted that the latter was caritas; that is, one loves God, himself and his neighbor 
with the love of friendship. This notion of friendship which Thomas introduced for the 
sake of being able to correct his view that all love is egocentric (eros), he was pleased 
to find did not contradict his first premise that all love is self-love. For, even if I 
love my friend for his own sake, I still only love what is for myself a "bonum. 11 Thus · 
the unity of the Thomistic doctrine of love was preserved, inasmuch as with the addi
tion of the notion of friendship, the proposition still h olds that all love goes back to 
self~~love and man can only love that which is a "bonum" for himself. Thus, it seems 
that Thomas 1 notion of love is basically eros and hence diverges radically from the 
Pauline agape towards one's neighbor. The real difference between Pauline agape and 
the Thomistic caritas may be emphasized by saying that the former is an almost com
pletely downward movement and the latter is considerably more upward. Thus the 
medieval theologians, more specifically Thomas and Dante, are fundamentally con
cerned with the ascent to God. Certainly this is true of Dante's Divine Comedy. That 
is~ the Thomistic phrase 11 no merit without grace" is non-Pauline. The Pauline under,.. 
standing is always that of grace and love in the form of Christ coming down to us. We 
never ascend but achieve fellowship on this le val; whereas in Thomas, though grace is 
a terribly necessary prerequisite to merit, without our own ascent we cannot achieve 
fellowship,, 

In summarizing what has been said about agape, one may conclude that with such a . 
defin:.tion of agape as has been given, it is imp·.Jssible for man to have agape towards 
God in any Christian's understanding. Hence, the chief difficulty that arises is that if 
one is to speak of a theological virtue of love, its meaning must be radically different 
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from that of agape. Thomas saw this difficulty, and hence he ma1e caritas more like 
eros and less like agape. On account of this it is extremely difficult for Thomas to 
speak of agape towards one 1s neighbor, since his caritas has such egocentric princi
ples. 

Further, it has been shown that the real difference between grace and God's love, 
for Aquinas and for Paul, is that the former considers grace as essentially a means 
for man's ascent to God whereas the latter knows no ascent. That is, Paul conceives 
of grace as bringing about fellowship on our level whereas Aquinas considers grace 
as necessary for bringing about fellowship on God's level. For Aquinas, grace is the v 
divine assistance man needs in order to be able to ascend to God and the power where-
by his upward-directed love (eras) is set in motion. For Paul, grace is the same as 
God's agape, and is God's gracious will whereby he enters into fellowship with sinner~. 
Thus, for Paul, love is always agape, but for Aquinas it is a synthesis of eras and 
agape; for God 1s l ove is agape but man's love for God is fundamentally eras. 
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PIETY AND EROS 

Harrison J. Sheppard 

11 All men by nature desire to know11 ; and with this begins their pain. In the beginning, 
man's sole concern was to stay aliveo But there ar e animals stronger than man, and some
thing besides physical strength was necessary for him to survive. This necessity, in con
junction with the gregarious instinct, caused man to become a social animal; and his rea9on 
enabled him to make his society effective. Thus_, practical motives initially impelled men 
to band together and seek permanent habitations. With the abandonment of the nomadic anq 
bestial life and the establishment of societies , laws were established to regulate the so
cieties. From laws arose the sense of right and wrong, and painful conscience. But this 
is a question which has been asked since the laws began : did right and wrong begin when 
men made laws_, or did men formulate the laws because there was right and there was wrong? 

At least by the first time a man felt h~uself wronged by the laws, speculation had be
gun, investigation into the very basic questions which accompany the institution of laws: 
what is just? what is virtuous? what are right and wrong? 

In order to explain the mysterious phonomena of the physical world, cosmologies were 
invented. A cosmology is es sential to the laws and to speculations about the nature of 
virtue, for with a mythical account of the origin of the universe, comes a further vin
dication of the laws" The gods furnish an ultimate reason for civil obedienceo And at 
the same time , some cosmological system must be supposed prior to the development of any 
ethical scheme. For with a purely materialistic cosmology presupposed (such as that of 
Lucretius)~ the ethical system will be directed primarily toward ends attainable in this 
world. On the other hand) if the ethical scheme has as a basis a cosmology which posits 
the existence of spiritual bei ngs (such as that of Hesiod) and non-material essences in 
general, it will be directed t oward ends beyond this world. Thus the importance of the 
cosmology on which the eti1ical system is based is manifest. 

An ethical system based upon a cosmology positing the existence of spiritual beings 
who affect men (for there are cosmologies which accept the possibility of the existence 
of divinities) but deny that t hey would be concerned with men, e. g., that of Lucretius) 
would say that obedience to the will of these beings; which we call piety, constitutes 
virtue. Thus in some ethical systems we find the laws divinely sanctioned, for they are 
divinely decreed. But here again is the question of the origin of law~ since cosmologies 
were at least framed by menJ did God create the l aws, or did the laws create God? Or 
more exactly stated; did men formulate the laws becaus e of divine injunctions, or did 
men create their gods to give additional strength to their laws? 

If obedience to the will of the gods constitutes virtue , the nature of the gods must 
be ascertained, and it is necessary to determine exactly what their will is. The 
11 Timaeus 11 is a statement of the Platonic cosmology, and Timaeus t ells of gods who are 
concerned with the affairs of men. This then is the question : who are the Platonic gods, 
and what constitutes piety for Plato? · 

In trying to answer these questions, we shall examine the nature of those beings whom 
Plato calls gods and attempt to ascertain which of them he really r egards as divinities. 
Then we shall determine the nature of the beings toward whom Plato believes pious action 
should be directed . In judging whether or not a specific being referred to by Plato as · 
a god is one toward whom Plato believes true piety is to be directed, we shall use the 
criteria that he be in some way knowabl e, and that he have some effect upon mortals. For 
if nothing about the divinity is knowable, and if he cannot affect men in any way, then . 
there is no basis , object) nor r eason for piety, and the word becomes meaningless. 
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The Euthyphro ( non Piety11 ) concerns itself solely with the Homeric gods as the objects 
of pious action, When Euthyphro) who is prosecuting his father for murder, invokes the 
myth of Zeus' punishment of his father, Cronos, as justification for his act, Socrates 
replies: 11 Is not this> Euthyphro, the reason why I am being prosecuted, because when 
people tell such stories about the gods I find it hard to accept them? 11 l The myths of 
the Olympian gods are unacceptable to Plato. By rejecting the myths in the manner and 
to the extent which he does) he denies the existence of the gods themselves. Plato's 
censorship of the poetic accounts of the actions of the gods includes the elimination 
of their following attributes and activities~ 

1ifarring and plotting against one another: 

Neither must we admit at all that gods war with gods and pl ot against one another 
and contend, for it is not true.2 

Punishing men without benefiting them; 

God is the cause of good things only, but the cause of evil we must look for in 
other things and not in God ;-and when the gods punish mortals the poets J must de
clare that what God did was rl ghteous and good, and they were benefited by his chas
tisement .3 

Desiring to appear before mortals: 

If God is altered, it must necessarily be for the worse. For we surely will not say 
that God is deficient in either beauty or excellence .... It is impossible then even 
for a god to wish to alter himself, but as it appears, each of them being the fairest 
and best possible abides forever simply in his own form. No poet then ...• must be 
allowed to tell us that 11 The gods in the likeness of strangers many disguises assume 
as they visit the cities of mortals . 11 We must not suppose that while the gods them- · 
selves are incapable of change they cause us to fancy that they appear in many shapes 
deceiving and practising magic upon us . . .• For would a god wish to deceive, or lie, 
by presenting in either word or action what is only appearance?4 

Experiencing grief or any other passion: 

We beg l9f the poets-! at least not to describe the gods as lamenting or crying. 5 
To hear how Zeus forgot all the ~esigns ~hich he devised because of the excitement 
of his passions will not be permitted . 

Committing any acts of intemperance (Republic 389C-390D). 

Being influenced by sacrificial offerings: 

It is certain we cannot allow the gods to be acceptors of bribes or greedy for gain 
!}o the poets J cannot chant 11 Gifts move the gods and gifts persuade dread kings. 11 7 

Now if the gods never visit mortals, and cannot be moved by sacrifices, and feel 
neither grief nor happiness because of the actions of men, the connections between men 
and the gods have been severed, and the Homeric gods can have nothing to do with men. 
And furthermore, since the stor i es surrounding their births and early history are denied, 
the result is that, if the r e are any gods at all left, they are not the Olympians. It 
was for this sort of expurgation and denial of mythology that Socrates was convicted of 
impiety. Athena., as the founder and protectress of Athens, was an essential part of 
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every state activity. At the beginning of 8Very state enterprise of importance, the gods 
wer e invoked and sacrifices wore offered. To deny that this would h~lp in1pcl the gods to 
protect Athens would be a grave political offense, for this denial would lead to disas- ~ 
trous results. It would destroy the moral force of the actions of the state, that is, 
Athens' support by the gods. And this would result in political disorder, not to mention 
the loss of morale among the people, and in time of war, in the armies. 

In the Timaeus Plato r es tates his disbelief in the existence of the mythical gods: 

To know or tell of the origin of the other [QlympianJ gods is beyond us, and we 
must accept the traditions of the men of old time who affirm themselves to be the 
offspring of the gods--that is what they say. Although they give no probable or 
certain proofs, still, as they declare they are speaking of wgat took place in 
their own family, we must conform to custom and believe them. 

Thus Plato rejects the conventional Greek piety, for he rejects the conventional Greek 
deities. 

However, in the Republic, and even more forcefully in the Laws, Plato himself speaks 
of the necessity that the people accept the existence of the gods. In the Laws the Athe
nian Stranger says: 

No one who in obedience to the laws believed that ther e were gods, ever intention
ally did any unholy act, or uttered any unlawful word; but he who did must have 
supposed one of thre e thingsJ--either that they did not exist ... or if they did 
took no care of men ... or that they were easily appeased and turned as~de from 
their purpose by sacrifices and prayers.9 

Even in Plato 1 s own ideal states of the Republic and the Laws, he places great im
portance upon the institution of conventional piety for the gGneral populace. To aid 
in the maintenance of order in the state, it is necessary to have the citizens believe 
in the existence of virtuous gods who are concerned with the actions of men, and who 
cannot be bribed, so to speak, by sacrificial offerings. 

But to return to the major question: Plato also speaks about the gods of the heavenly 
spheres in the Timaeus. He classifies the heavenly bodies as 11 divine and eternal ani
mals" because of his definition of soul: "the motion which can move itself" lo; and in 
his discussion of the soul in the Phaedrus, he demcnstrates that "that which is moved 
by itself is immorta1. 11 ll Thus the heavenly spheres , being s elf-moved, possess immortal 
souls. Plato says of the s pheres: they 11 are not altogether immortal and dissoluble, but 
they shall certainly not be dissolved, nor be liable to the fate of death. 012 They are 
11not altogether immortal 0 becaus e they are compos ed of matter, the stuff of the world of 
becoming, but they are "not liable to the fate of death 11 because they have immortal sou:f-s. 

But the divine spheres have no concern with mortals, for 

they ever continue to think consistently the same thoughts about the same things.,. 
divine and eternal animals, ever abiding and revolving aft er the same manner and ' 
in the same spot.13 

They cannot be the objects of piety, for they are unconcerned with the actions of men, .. 
and do not themselves confer any benefit or punishment upon them as reward or reprimand~ 

We now have to d eal with the creator of the heavenly spheres--the Demi-urge. It would 
seem that the creator of the universe is the one who instituted the laws determining pious 
action, and that he is th erefore the one toward whom pious action is directed. However, 
the Demi-urge, after making the uni verse, fixing the motions of the Same and Other, en- . 
dowing the gods with immortal souls, and making the material 
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proportion (fire:air: :air:water: :water:earth), departs, "remaining in his own accus
tomed nature 11 14 apart from the gods and man. He has no connection with mortals, for if 
he did "they would be on equality with the gods . 11 15 So the other gods are left to create 
the mortal animals, including man. But in light of the fact that Plato really rejects 
the Olympian gods, how are we to understand the role they play in the creation of man? 

The Timaeus is a "likely story," a metaphor. Both the Demi-urge and the Homeric gods 
are metaphorical beings who represent those things which are the creative forces of the 
universe: the Demi-urge the unknowable artisan who is the ultimate source of the crea
tion of all things; and the gods, the children of the Demi-urge, those beings who are 
known to men as their direct creators, and the immediate source of the things which 
exist in the world of becoming. 

The Timaeus is a cosmogony, an explanation of the creation of the physical universe; 
but Plato is not only a cosmogonist. Besides an explanation of the creation of the 
universe in metaphorical terms, there is a metaphysical scheme, a metaphysical cosmol
ogy. At the apex of the hi3rarchy of metaphysical essences is the Good: 

••. the author of knowledge to all things lm.own, and of their being ang essence, and 
yet not itself essence but far exceeds essence in dignity and power.l 

The Good is the source of the forms: the intelligible world, the knowable divinities. 
In turn, from the forms, come the qualities which exist in the physical world. There 
are the five basic forms, Being, Same, Other, Motion and Rest (the first things util
ized by the Demi-urge), and all the other forms which give qualities to the world of 
becoming: Beauty, Justice, Largeness, etc. 

At the top of both systems we find something which is unknowable to ordinary men, and 
to which they can have no direct connection. At the next step in the hierarchies, we 
find that which gives existence to the creatures of the visible world, and is knowable 
to mortals. Thus: 

Demi-urge:Good: :Gods:Forms: :Gods or Forms:Visible ·worlct17 

In the Republic., the following qualities are ascribed to the gods by implications 
drawn from the qualities which are denied to the gods: 18 They are incorporeal, perfect, 
changeless beings who can only bGnefit men, even when they are punishing them; they 
have no history, for they are etern2l. These are all qualities which tho forms pos
sess. Furthermore, the conventional mythology of the gods designates one essential 
characteristic to each of them; as each form is the form of some on0 thing. 

But how can the forms llpunish 11 men? In the Phaedo Socrates gives an account of 
the afterlife in highly sensibl e terms, and vividly describes the horrors of Tartarus, 
Cocytus, and so on. And yet in the Republic19 he objects to the poetic accounts of 
these places, for he says they are untrue. Socrates' telling of the myths immediately 
before his death must needs be interpreted as a metaphor: Those who were impious are 
bound to the things of the body, and cannot see the beauties of the forms. Their 
bodies weigh them down because of their attachment to the things of the body on earth, 
and thus Socrates tells the myth of phys ical punishment. The punishment received by 
an impious mortal when he dies, is denial of the sight of the realities. To Plato 
this would certainly be the severest possible punishment, for it is his doctrine that 
all men desire the Good, the sourc e of the realities. On the other hand, the account 
of paradise in the Phaedo is also given in terms which are vivid images of sensible 
things. Of the pious, Socrates says: "But thos e who are found to have excelled in 
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holy living are freed from these regions within the earth and are released as from pri
sons; they mount upward into their pure abod -:; ." In their 11 pure abode 11 they behold the 
realities, the forms themselves. This is metaphorically expressed in the Phaedo in such 
terms as 11white that is whiter than chalk" and gems which are 11 by far purer than ours. 11 21 

Since the forms are the only knowable divinities, the gods would seem to be metaphori
cal representations of them in physical terms. This inference, in conjunction with the · 
doctrine of recollection, makes understandable the t erm i i di vine inspiration" in the Pla
tonic context. What Plato must mean by divine inspiration, since he does not accept the 
existence of the Homeric gods except as metaphors, is the knowledge of the forms which 
the soul receives prior to its encasement in the body. The poets cannot explain their 
art, just as the personages of dialogues frequently cannot explain their own statements 
although they may be truec However, the question then arises: If the poet's inspiration 
is received from having seen the forms before his birth, why then doed Plato eject the 
poets from the state? The reason is that this knowledge is corrupted by attachment to 
the body: 

What shall we say of the actual acquirement of knowledge? Is not the body a hin
derer? I mean to say, have sight and hearing any truth in them? Are they not, as 
the poets are always telling us, inaccurate witnesses?22 It has been proved to us 
by experience that if we would have pure knowledge of anything we must be quit of 
the body.23 

The body is an obstacle to knowledge; it corrupts and impairs the vision of the forms 
seen by the soul prior to its imprisonment in the body. And thus it is with the poets: 
their attachment to the body r esults in a corruption of the knowledge which they, like 
all other men, possess of the forms; and this corruption causes them to ascribe physi
cal characteristics to the forms themselves. 

Plato retains the mythical gods in the state, with many modifications, and for this 
reason: only the philosopher-kings of the Republic are to know the truth of the divini
ties: 

Every one will admit that a nature having in perfection all the qualities which 
we required in a philosopher !Temperance, courage, justice, love of truth, gen
tility, good memory, complete~absorption in the pleasures of the soul, Republic_ 
485-487], is a rare plant which is seldom seen am?ng men. 24 

The worthy disciples of philosophy will always be a small remnant. 25 

Philosophy, the noblest pursuit of all, is not likely to be much esteemed ffiy 
the people] • 26 

The general}Dpulace would find the mythical gods, as more personal, embodied deities, 
more understandable than the forms. Thus there would be a conventional piety in the 
state, which is necessary to its order, as was pointed out before. Although it would be 
but an image of the true piety, the true virtue, this is necessary; for if the truth about 
the divinities were told, lack of comprehension by the general populace would result in 
general disbelief, and hence disorder. So the truth, that the forms are the true divin~ 
ities, is to be reserved for the philosophers alone. And the people will guide their 
actions according to the metaphorical gods, believing in the divine sanction of the 
state by personal deities. As for Plato himself, he ~ertainly believes that the 
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laws are divine, There is the form of Justice , and although the justice dispensed upon 
earth is also but an image of that True Justice, still it had its origin in the divine 
model of Justice Itself. 

In the Euthyphro, Euthyphro defines piety as "that part of the right which has to do 
with attention to the gods . 11 To this So;crates replies: "I think 2ou are correct, Euthy
phro .•.. but I do not yet understand what you mean by attention. 11 7 The forms are the only 
true divinities for Plato, and attention to them means seeking knowledge of them, the de
sire for knowledge of the Good~ the source of the forms: Eros. All true virtue comes only 
with knowledge, and knowledge comes through the pursuit of knowledge or wisdom: philoso
phy. The philosopher is the only truly pious man, tending his soul by seeking knowledge 
of the realities: 

28 The soul takes nothing with it to the other world but its <edu.C'Cili'">n and nurture. 

Only those who have duly purified themselves b2
9

philosophy will be freed and pass 
to more beautiful abodes than we can describe. 

As to the question of a divinity other than the forms, the fact that the highest 
beings in the Platonic dialogues, both metaphorical and metaphysical, are both unknowable 
t o mortals, indicates that Plato feels that if there is such a supreme deity, he too would 
be unknowable to men. But this makes no difference so long as there are the forms: the 
essences of the intelligible world. Thes e are ample guides to living a pious life and 
11 holding fast ever to the heavenly way," the way of philosophy and true virtuf3 . 
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SOLUTION OF A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM 

David C. Jones 

Part 1. Prove: If Pn is the number of parts into which a plane is divided by n lines, 
no two parallel, and no three meeting in a point: that Pn-t-l =Pn..Jr n.ftl--1. 

Let there beg such lines, and let one additional line be drawn under the given condi
tions, making n intersections: for it must intersect each one of the g lines, and each 
at a separate point. (Given) 

Between each two consecutive intersected lines, the segment of the intersecting l ine 
crosses no further lines; for if so, the intersections would not be consecutive. 

Therefore there is a single part of the plane immediately on either side of the segment; 
and let these parts be A and B. 

But A and B are unique, i.e. are connected with no other such parts adjoining other seg
ments; for the segments are determined by intersecting lines, and each such line divides 
all the plane into two unconnected parts, one segment in one, one in the other. There
fore A and B are unique, etc. 

But if any segment were removed, the two unique parts A and B would be joinea into one 
part, A+B • 

So each segment of the line divides a single~ unique part of the plane, A~B, into two 
parts, A.and B. 

But the line, from first to last of its g intersections, contains n-1 such dividing seg
ments. For the first two intersections contain one such segment, and each additional 
intersection determines one more. 

But before the first intersection, and after the last, the intersecting line divides 
the previously single part it crosses, in a similar manner, into two parts. 

But this is the total line, and the sum of its divisions. So there are n-1+2 or n+l 
single spaces divided into two spaces by the additional line; or n+l additional parts 
created. 

But if Pn is the number of spaces contained by the n lines, Pn+l=Pn+n+l . 
Q.E.D. 

Part 2. Prove: If Sn is the number of parts into which all space is divided by g planes, 
no two parallel, and no three meeting in a line, or any in parallel lines (or more than 
two lines meeting at a point): that Sn+i~Sn+Pn parts. 

Let there be n such planes, and let there be one additional plane passed under the given 
conditions; so that each of the g planes intersects it and there are g lines of inter
section on it, no two parallel, and no three meeting in a point. (Given) 

Therefore the lines divide the plane into Pn parts. (Part 1) 

(continued ) 



But each part is cut by no further planes, for ther e is no further line of intersection; 
and so there is a single part of space immediately on e ither side of the planar part. 
Let those parts of space be A and B. 

Now A and B are unique, i.e. are connected with no spaces touching other parts of the 
plane, other A' A or B's. For there is a line of intersection between any two parts of 
the plane, and therefore an intersecting plane between the spaces touching any two planar 
parts. But the plane s eparates the two planar parts by a division of all space into two 
unconnected parts. Therefore A and B, etc. 

But if any part of the plane is r emoved, the unique parts A and B >n either side will 
join into one part, A+B. 

So each part of the plane divides a single , unique part of space, A+B, into parts, A 
and B. 

But there are Pn such dividing parts of the added plane . There for e the added plane cre
ates Pn new parts of space . But if Sn is the number of parts which already existed, 

Sn+1=Sn+Pn parts. 

Sonnet for a Warm Seas on 

David Jones 

Languorous serpent slipping through the dark) 
Cool summer wind sloughs smoothly through my screen; 
Whispers, and sighs, and searches to depart, 
But leaves a distant scent of summer green --

Weeds crushed by children, grasses cut by men 
Who shed their sweat this morning with the dew, 
And stopped to rest a moment in my wind; 
And one of them, to wonder what is true. 

Counties away, he sleeps now through the night, 
In quiet mounds of softly aching sheet. 
Only the wind remembers morning's light; 
And drops the morning's moment at my feet . 

And he, and I, and all the winds that pass, 
Can only tell of wonder, and of grass. 

Q.E.D. 


